This paper focuses on the problem of estimating a species tree from multilocus data in the presence 9 of incomplete lineage sorting and migration. We develop a mathematical model similar to IMa2 (Hey 10 2010) for the relevant evolutionary processes which allows both the the population size parameters and 11 the migration rates between pairs of species tree branches to be integrated out. We then describe a 12 BEAST2 package DENIM which based on this model, and which uses an approximation to sample from 13 the posterior. The approximation is based on the assumption that migrations are rare, and it only samples 14 from certain regions of the posterior which seem likely given this assumption. The method breaks down 15 if there is a lot of migration. Using simulations, Leaché et al. (2014) showed migration causes problems 16 for species tree inference using the multispecies coalescent when migration is present but ignored. We re-17 analyze this simulated data to explore DENIM's performance, and demonstrate substantial improvements 18 over *BEAST. We also re-analyze an empirical data set. [isolation-with-migration; incomplete lineage 19 sorting; multispecies coalescent; species tree; phylogenetic analysis; Bayesian; Markov chain Monte Carlo] 20 Speciation is probably gradual in most cases (Martin et al. 2013) and gene flow may continue to occur even 21 between good species. It is difficult to infer these phenomena (Nosil 2008), but some large scale studies have 22 1 demonstrated them in (for example) butterflies (Martin et al. 2013), birds (Rheindt et al. 2014, grasses 23 (Romaschenko et al. 2014), and big cats (Figueiró et al. 2017). Meanwhile, almost all estimates of species 24 trees to date have been conducted under the assumption that no migration occurs after an instantaneous 25 speciation event. Leaché et al. (2014) simulated a large set of data containing migrations and ILS, and 26 analysed it using *BEAST. They showed that migration causes problems for species tree inference using the 27 multispecies coalescent when migration is present but ignored. In general, migration between sister species 28 rarely caused topological errors, although it resulted in biased estimates of node heights and population 29 sizes. Migration between nonsister species resulted in topological errors, even when the migration rates were 30 small.
: Three time steps. The first ends in a migration, the second with a species tree node, and the third with a coalescence.
The time (going back from zero at present) is divided into a number of intervals τ i (i ∈ I) by the times of 133 the events and species tree node heights. The set of species tree branches which exist during the ith interval 134 is denoted by B i , and we set s i = |B i |. The number of lineages in gene tree j which belong to species tree 135 branch b during the ith interval is n jbi . The set of intervals which end in a coalesence is I coal , and the set 136 which end in a migration is I mig . See Figure 1 , where i ∈ I mig , i + 1 is in neither, and i + 2 ∈ I coal . The 137 rate at which the next event occurs is ( 
is the total rate for coalescent events and
is the total rate for migration events. Here we are summing the nonzero off-diagonal elements of a row of 140 Q in order to find Q x,x = −(κ i + µ i ) for the current state x. We then need Q x,y where y is the next state.
141
If it is a coalescence, Q x,y = p −1 ji θ −1 bi , where j i is the gene tree containing the coalescence, and b i is the m bd . This enables us to integrate out these parameters if suitable priors are assumed. We put 
First we deal with f coal . We have 154 i∈I coal
where k jb is the number of coalescences in gene tree j in branch b. Next
As written, there are time intervals in branch b for events during which no change occurs in branch b. For
Now we turn to the migration part f mig . Let O be the set of contemporaneous pairs of branches in S. We 
9
The term ζ bd can be interpreted as the total intensity of migrations from b to d during the time in which both 166 branches b and d exist. If we assume that m bd ∼ G(α bd , β bd ) for all b, d where G is the gamma distribution, 
Equations (4) and (5) provide the information needed to implement the calculation for the migration part 169 of the posterior. We have allowed each ordered pair of contemporaneous branches (b, d) to have a different 170 prior. For example, we can represent the prior expectation that migration rates are lower between more 171 distantly related branches. We will call this model, where migration rates are independent, the 'flexible' 172 model. 173 The calculation in equation (4) is slow when the number of tips in the species tree is large. A much simpler 174 model is to assume that m bd is the same value m for all b, d. In this case, equation (1) The double sum is equal to the total number of gene tree lineages N i during time interval i. Then we have
where N is the total number of migrations. The parameter m can be integrated out. We will call this model the 'simple' model.
This section describes the embedding parameters, and how they are used to embed the gene trees. We 180 restrict the embeddings by ignoring ones which are unlikely when the migration rates are small enough. The 181 hope is that we will still explore a region of parameter space which includes most of the probability content.
182
Embeddings are restricted by applying the following rules: 183 1. there is at most one migration in a single gene tree branch 184 2. at most one of the child branches of a gene tree node contains a migration 185 3. migrations are only used when choosing the embedding if needed (in a sense described below) 186 We call a pair of child branches of a gene tree node a sister-pair. Figure 2 : This shows ξ ji and η ji for a one gene tree and one node (with subscripts dropped). There is a migration from C into A. The parameter ξ determines how far along the sister-pair the migration occurs, and η determines whether the destination branch is A or B. applied recursively from the tips. Suppose x is the ith node of the jth gene tree, and suppose both child 203 nodes of x have been assigned to branches in the species tree. If it is possible to assign x to a species tree 204 branch without an migration in either child branch of x, then this is done. Otherwise x is assigned using 205 the species tree branch to which its non-migrating child has been assigned: it will be the same branch, or 206 an ancestor of that branch, depending on the height of x. The height of the migration is fixed by ξ ji . The 207 migrating child branch of x starts in the species tree branch that the migrating child has been assigned. It 208 stays in this branch, or an ancestor of it, until the migration height. It will then migrate to the same species 209 tree branch as x, or a descendant of it. If there is more than one descendant of the species tree branch of x 210 at this height, values from η j are used to choose one.
211
Properties of the embedding scheme 212 Different embeddings of the same gene tree in the same species tree are obtained by changing ξ ji and η ji 213 during the MCMC sampling. Figure 3 shows some examples. Case (a) is simple. No migrations are needed 214 to embed the gene tree, so embeddings with one or more migrations are ignored. Case (b) requires one 215 migration, and an embedding with two migrations in the same branch is ignored. Case (c) requires two 216 migrations. The embedding on the left is ignored since it has two sister branches with migrations. The 217 embedding on the right is one of four embeddings that is considered.
218
Proposition. Given any set of particular values for ξ and η, and the rules above, any gene tree can be 219 embedded in any species tree. For any G j and S, the set of embeddings as ξ and η vary include at least one 220 with a minimal number of migrations.
221
Proof: The first claim is straightforward, using recursion starting at the tips, and following the description 222 above (for applying the third rule).
223
For second claim, suppose it is false and consider the set M of minimal embeddings (those with a minimal 224 number of migrating branches). Call a node both of whose child branches migrate a 'double node'. Thus every x is as near to the root as possible.
228 If x is the root, it can be moved into the same branch as one of its children, or an ancestor of that branch, 229 and one migration can be removed, contradicting the definition of M . If x is not the root, it can be again 230 moved into the same branch as one of its children, but now the branch between x and its parent may need 231 to become migrating. If the sister branch to x is already migrating, we have an embedding with the same 232 number of migrations, but a double node closer to the root than x, contradicting the definition of B. If the 233 sister branch to x is not migrating, we have an embedding with fewer double nodes than B, contradicting 234 the definition of M * . End of proof.
235
Thus the scheme ensures that at least one minimal embedding is considered. However, the method does not 236 consider every embedding which has a minimal number of migrations (e.g., Figure 3c ). Also note that some 237 embeddings which are considered are not minimal. For example, consider a species tree (A,B) and a gene 238 tree ((a1,b1),b2) with three tips a1, b1, and b2, where a1 belongs to species A and the others to B. Suppose 239 the species tree has greater height than the gene tree. For some values of the continuous parameters η and 240 ξ, DENIM will assign the coalescence (a1,b1) to A, which means two migrations will be used to embed the 241 gene tree. With other values of η and ξ the gene tree will be embedded with only one migration. For a standard multispecies coalescent analysis, operators which change the species tree and the gene trees 244 in a coordinated way are beneficial (Jones 2016; Ogilvie et al. 2017 ). These operators rely on, and preserve, 245 compatibility between the species tree and gene trees under the multispecies coalescent. In the presence of 246 migration, any gene tree is compatible with any species tree, and unfortunately these coordinated operators 247 cannot be used as they are. In the current implementation, DENIM uses the standard tree operators 248 implemented in BEAST2 for the species tree and the gene trees. A couple of simple MCMC operators were 249 implemented for the embedding parameters. As noted above, they are changed by operators regardless of 250 whether or not they are being used to embed a gene tree. In general, applying MCMC operators to unused 251 parameters could be very inefficient, and rjMCMC would be preferable, but here the operators for ξ and η 252 are very fast.
253
DENIM is implemented in the BEAST2 framework, and so benefits from the flexible site models, substitution 254 models, and others available in BEAST2. An analysis can be set up using the graphical interface Beauti.
255
When using the flexible model, different priors can be used for different pairs of species tree branches. DENIM 256 provides two schemes for specifying these priors. In the first scheme, the prior mean for the migration rate 257 between branches depends on how closely related the species are, with the prior mean decreasing as the 258 number of branches between them increases. The rate at which the prior mean decreases is controlled by 259 a user-defined parameter called RelatednessFactor. In the second, the migration rate decays with the time 260 between the most recent common ancestor of the two branches and the midpoint of the interval during which 261 both branches exist. The decay is controlled by a user-defined parameter called MigrationDecayScale. The 262 details are described in the manual supplied with DENIM.
263
DENIM puts some annotations into the species trees sampled during the MCMC process, which give more de-264 tail about the migrations. These can be analyzed using the command line program MigrationAnalyser.jar 265 which can be downloaded from http://indriid.com/software.html.
The method was tested using the simulated data from Leaché et al. (2014) , and with no data. Version 
278
The MCcoal control files were the same as those of Leaché et al. (2014) , except that in the 10-species scenarios, 279 they were augmented by adding scenarios for a migration rate of 0.01, making 25 migration patterns in total.
280
In Leaché et al. (2014), only the two highest rates 0.1 and 1.0 were used in the 10-species scenarios, but 281 preliminary results showed that DENIM generally breaks down between 0.01 and 0.1, so the 0.01 rate is an 282 interesting one for DENIM.
283
Prior only 284 We tested DENIM by running it with no data. The scenarios used all had 6 species. The prior on the 285 species tree was a pure birth (Yule) model with growth rate 100. The expected height of the species tree 286 can be calculated as 0.0145 (?). The number of individuals i was 3 or 9 per species, the number g of loci 287 was 3 or 9. The population scaling parameter in DENIM was set 0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, producing small, 288 medium, and large amounts of ILS. Finally we tried both the flexible and simple models, resulting in a total 289 of 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 × 2 = 48 scenarios. The analyses were run for 30M (i = 3, g = 3), 90M (i = 3, g = 9 and 290 i = 9, g = 3), 300M (i = 9, g = 9) generations. These long runs proved necessary to obtain convergence. The simulated data of Leaché et al. (2014) was used with the simple model. An prior mean of 0.005 was 293 used for the migration rate. All 100 replicates were used. The chain length was 10M, states were logged 294 every 5000 generations, and burnin was set to 20%, or 400 out of 2000 states.
295
The settings for site and clock models were similar to those used by Leaché et al. (2014) . DENIM uses a 296 different population model to *BEAST, so this is somewhat different. Site models were linked. A GTR model 297 of substitution was used, with base frequencies equal. The clock models were strict but unlinked. The first 298 locus had clock rate 1, and the others were estimated. The Yule (pure birth) model was used for the species 299 tree. The priors were set as follows. Substitution rates relative to rateCT: Gamma(0.05, 20) . Relative clock 300 rates: lognormal(0,1). Growth rate for the species tree: lognormal(5,2). PopPriorScale: lognormal(-5,2).
301
Further experiments were conducted using the first 25 replicates. The settings were the same as above, 302 except that the flexible model was used, and the prior means for the migration rate were varied: the set of 303 values (0.00125, 0.005, 0.02, 0.08) were used. The flexible model was used since the experiments with priors 304 suggest that this model is likely to be better with high migration rates in the prior. There were some convergence problems, so the chain length was increased to 20M, with burnin at 20%, or 307 800 out of 4000 states. Only the first 50 replicates were analyzed. Other settings were as for the 4-species 308 case, using the simple model and an prior mean of 0.005 for the migration rate.
We use three measures for assessing accuracy. One measure is the probability coverage. This is the proportion 312 of replicates where the true species tree topology is in the 95% credible set. This measure is used by Leaché does not take into account errors in estimated node heights.
315
The second measure is based on the branch score of Kuhner and Felsenstein (1994) , adapted for rooted trees.
316
It accounts for differences in topology and branch lengths. The entire posterior is evaluated by finding the 317 mean distance between the MCMC samples of the species tree and the true tree. We use this as our main 318 overall measure of accuracy for comparing different settings within DENIM.
319
The third measure is aimed at evaluating how well DENIM can identify which loci are migrating. For 320 each locus, DENIM outputs a statistic which counts the number of migrations in the MCMC sample. The 321 posterior mean of this count can be compared to the true number. Here we only report the posterior means 322 for these counts in the two cases in which the true number is either zero or greater than zero, that is, that 323 migration is either absent or present in the simulated data for a locus. DENIM produces a lot more detail 324 about migrations but it is difficult to summarize for a large number of replicates and scenarios. Table 3 : Coverage for 4-species scenarios, and different settings in DENIM. S 0.005 stands for the simple model with prior mean 0.005 on the migration rate, F 0.00125 for the flexible one with prior mean 0.00125, and so on. Figure 6 : Branch scores for the 10-species scenarios, based on 50 replicates. "NoMig" is the scenario with no migration. "4-island" means there is migration between 6 pairs of branches (E and F, E and G, E and H, F and G, F and H, G and H). "DeepAnc" is the deep ancestral scenario, with migration between ABCD and EFGH. The other names describe the pairs of species tree branches which have migration, followed by the migration rate, or "allele", meaning a single locus introgression, or "mig", meaning a single migrant. The simple model was used with prior mean of 0.005.We re-analyzed the pocket gopher data of Belfiore et al. (2008) . We used the HKY substitution model, 
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